TweetZilla™
Bird Dispersal System

Produces an ultra-fine, virtually invisible haze of humane bird repellent to protect your property from pest birds and pest bird mess.

What is a TweetZilla?
It is an automated and self-contained electric ULV fogger that uses MA (Methyl Anthranilate) bird repellent to disperse flying birds. It provides effective control in locations where other methods of bird control would be impractical. Small sized unit can be installed nearly anywhere.

How does it work?
TweetZilla foggers create a light, dry haze of MA based bird repellent. When birds fly through the haze they inhale the MA which irritates a bird’s mucous membranes. While completely harmless, the birds learn to associate the repellent with the location and avoid the area. Contact Nixalite or visit our website for details on MA repellents for hazers.

Efficient and Economical
TweetZilla foggers are self-contained and do not need additional external plumbing, compressors or control units required by other avian hazing systems. Depending on machine settings, a Tweet-Zilla can operate unattended for up to 4 months when drawing from the on board 1.5 gallon repellent reservoir.

Why Use TweetZilla?
• Automated and self-contained
• More affordable and more efficient than other bird hazing systems
• No external plumbing needed
• No additional controllers or compressors needed
• Timer, heater and battery backup are standard equipment
• 1.5 gallon repellent reservoir can sustain unit for up to 4 months

TweetZilla Applications
• Big box stores, garden centers
• Open air plant nurseries
• Aircraft hangars, loading docks
• Under canopies, in courtyards
• Open air malls and restaurants
• Transportation depots
• Warehouses, distribution centers
• Nearly anywhere birds fly through, over and around open spaces

Each Application is Unique
No single bird control works for all situations. Some jobs may require other methods or products in addition to fogging. Nixalite offers a wide variety of products so when an application requires it, we can offer multiple product bird control solutions.

TweetZilla Features
• Self-contained and automated 110vac ULV fogger
• Easy to set up and maintain
• Timer, heater, battery backup are included
• No external pipes, lines, controllers or compressors needed
• Timer allows for customized application frequency and duration
• 1.5 gallon reservoir allows for up to 4 months of unattended operation
• Thermostat controlled solution heater turns on at 40° F or less
• Battery backup retains programming in the event of power loss
• Each unit has a powder coated case and heavy duty construction throughout

TweetZilla Mechanicals
• 1 year warranty on parts
• Requires 110 volt AC power
• Weighs 55 lbs (25 kg) empty
• 20”H x 16.5”D x 9.25”W or (50.8cm x 42cm x 23.5cm)

If you have any questions or need more information on the haze generators available from Nixalite, please call us at 800.624.1189 or visit www.nixalite.com.